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Proposed Additionsto the SHADOW Ray-Tracing Code

forGeneral Asymmetric Perfect-CrystalOptics

R. C.Blasdelland A. T. Macrander

Advanced Pl_oton Source, Argonne National Labora_or_t,

Argonne, 11 60439-4815, USA

The dynamicaltheoryofthediffractionofX-raysfromperfectcrystalsistra-

ditionallyexpressedintermsofMaxwell'sequationsusinga semi-classicaltheory

originallydue to Ewald and von Laue. Combining the work of Batterman and

Cole,Catichaand Caticha-Ellis,and Zachariasen,one can obtaina formalismthat

. treatsthegeneralasymmetric,thickand thincrystal,Laue and Bragg caseswithin

the second-orderdispersionsurfaceapproximationwith no assumptionsconcern-

ingthecentro-symmetryofthecrystallattice.We haveimplementedthisformal-

ism withthick-Bragg-crystalE-fieldboundaxy-valuecc,nditionsinseveralroutines

we have added to one of the Advanced Photon Source'_modifiedcopiesofthe

1989 VAX/VMS versionofthe SHADOW ray-tracingcode in orderto allowus

toraytracedistortedinclineddouble-crystalmonochromatorsand high-resolution

backscatteringanalyzers.These additionshavebeensubmittedtotheUniversityof

WisconsinCenterforX-Ray Lithographyforconsiderationforuseinnew versions

ofSHADOW.
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Introduction

Several new developments in X-ray perfect-crystal optics are planned for use

at third generation synchrotron sources. Inclined-Bragg-geometry double-crystal

monochromators (possibly incorporating sagittal focusing with the second crys-

tal) are to be used to handle the high heat loads at the Advanced Photon Source

(APS). Thin Laue-geometry crystals will be used as high-heat-load beam-splitting

monochromators at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). At both

facilities, Bragg and Laue-Bragg phase plates will be used to obtain circularly polar-

ized X-rays, and flat and spherically bent Bragg backscattering crystals will be used

to obtain energy resolutions of ,,_ 5 meV with -,_18 keV X-rays. It would be useful

to be able to examine such perfect crystal optics with the SHADOW ray-tracing

code [1], azld indeed the new release of SHADOW does include code to handle many

of these cases [2].

Most of the SHADOW ray tracing done at the APS to date has been done

with a modified version of the 1989 VAX/VMS code. The versions of the crystal

optics routines CRYSTAL and BRAGG [3] used in this older version of the code

are based on a Darwin-Prins theory of dynamical diffraction [4] which does not

treat the case of backscattering. Like the most recent version of the code, the 1989

code is not well suited for studying bent general asymmetric crystal optics due to

assumptions made in the subroutine MIRROR concerning the possible orientations

of the reciprocal lattice vector H and the incident surface normal ni as a function of

position on the crystal optic. We describe here new perfect crystal optics routines

PERFECT_CRYSTAL and PCINFO that were created to perform ray-tracing stud-

ies [5] of distortions and mis-orientations in inclined-Bragg-geometry double-crystal

monochromators and Bragg-geometry spherically bent backscattering analyzers to

be used at the APS. The subroutine PERFECT_CRYSTAL is based on an Ewald-

Von Laue theory of dynamical diffraction which treats backscattering. A modified
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version of MIRROR is used which removes the restrictions on the directions of the

vectors H and fii. The program PCINFO generates single-crystal rocking curves
i

and reflected photon energy profiles for general asymmetric, and backscattering

optics, as well as performing the other functions of the BRAGG program.

Theory

The dynamical theory of the diffraction of X-rays from perfect crystals is gener-

ally expressed in terms of a semi-classical theory using Maxwell's equations. Com-

bining the work of Batterman and Cole (BC) [6], Caticha and Caticha-Ellis (CCE)

[7], and Zachariasen (Z) [8], one can obtain a formalism valid for general asymmet-

ric, thick and thin crystal, Laue and Bragg cases within the second order dispersion

surface approximation assuming one active reciprocal lattice vector (the two beam

case). The theory is good for both centro-symmetric and non-centro-symmetric

. crystal lattice structures.

By general asymmetric geometry, we mean the general case in which the re-

ciprocal lattice vector H, the incident and exit surface normals ni mad fie, and

the outside incident wavevector ki are oriented in a totally arbitrary fashion. This

geometry includes the special cases of symmetric geometry in which H II fi II :l=fe,

conventional asymmetric geometry in which H_fi [[ +fie but ki lies in the plane

formed by H and hi, and inclined geometry in which H,_fi II +he but the plane

containing ki and H and the plane containing H and ni are perpendicular.

We define the complex structure factor FH in terms of the complex atomic

scattering factor (term in parenthesis), the Debye-Waller amplitude factor e -M'_ ,

and the positions rn of the n basis atoms in the normal way:

FH = Z(fon + fin + i f_)e-M"e iH'r'. (1)
IX

ft and f" are the Hfnl resonance and absorption corrections. (In the following, _and

" will denote the real and imaginary parts of a complex quantity.) By approximating



the polarization factor Pp for scattering of the two independent polarization states

from the atomic planes inside the crystal using the average internal Bragg angle,

{ ( ( ))pp _ cos 2sin -1 2k,(i--'_'rF_'} , p = _r (2)
1 , p-'a,

and by defining the asymmetry parameter

^ kin i •
b- ._-. , (3)

hi' ki -t-H

and the angular deviation variable

H 2 + 2ki. H

k_ (4)
(~ -2_i_(20_)_0, for0B_ 90°),

one can write the reduced complex angular deviation parameter 77p(Z and CCE use

yp) for diffraction as

-b_ + rFo(1-b): _p__ (5)

F is a constant equal to the classical electron radius times the wavelength squared

divided by Ir times the unit cell volume:

ea ) A2r= 4_Cm_ _V' (6)
A

0s is the kinematic Bragg angle, and ki •H = cos(_ + 0s + A0). By not approxi-

mating eqn. (4) for a, the theory remains valid for backscattering. The parameter

r/p is useful because, except very close to back or forward scattering, the region

of maximum reflection for moderate absorption occurs between r/v __ 4-1, and the

center of the rocking curve is at 77p__ 0.

The boundary conditions on the phase of the outside and inside incident wave-

fields at the entrance surface select the four allowed tie points on the complex

dispersion surface (see fig. 1). Note that we use the SHADOW convention of out-

ward pointing surface normals and the (mixed) X-ray convention for the direction
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of H. The complex resonance defects _op± giving the location (with respect to the

sphere of radius ki(1 1 i- _FF') about the origin of reciprocal space) of these allowed

tie points are to second order

_op_-__ _ + . (7)

Here p is the polarization index (a or _r). Relative to the origin of reciprocal space,

the locations of the tie points are given by the complex vectors

Ap± ----ki - (_op:t:- }k_rFo)a__̂=-ki -- qp:t:kini. (8)
_i" ki

The corresponding allowed complex inside incident (Ko) and inside reflected (KH)

wave vectors are

Hop4- -- -Ap:l=; (9) ,

. KHp-b -----Ap_ + H. (10)
,!

The boundary conditions on the phase of the inside and outside wavefields

at the exit boundary(s) determine the four allowed outside-reflected wave vectors

kHm=l:

kI-I,p_---H - (A,± - t_e) (II)

The path length t from the tie point Ap4- to the sphere of radius ki about the point

H along the exit surface normal ne is

t = (H - Ap+). _e 4- :(H - Ap±). _e] 2 - (H - Ap±) 2 + k_. (12)

The four allowed outside transmitted wave vectors are

ko,p:l: = -Ap:i: "t-the (13)

with

t=-A,_._,_:V/(A,_._,)'-A_:_+k_. (i4)
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For the thick-crystal Bragg case, ne = fii and so one can substitute ---ki for the tie

point Ap_ in eqns. (12) and (13).

In general, at equilibrium there can be four excited incident and four excited

reflected wavefields in the crystal. In the thick-crystal Bragg-geometry E-field

boundary-value conditions, the E-fields are assumed to be zero at the back sur-

face of the crystal. This allows solutions only on the lower half of the a dispersion

surfaces and the upper half of the _ dispersion surfaces, and so only two of the pairs

of wavefields are allowed. For the thick-crystal Bragg case, the ratio of the inside

incident to the inside reflected E-field immediately beneath the interface is equal to

the ratio of the corresponding Fourier amplitudes

EHp......._= --2_op± (15)
Eop± kir[Pp[F-H "

Making the standard assumption of negligible bending of the incident wave

. vectors at the interface when calculating the polarization unit vectors, one finds

that the power reflectance of the outside fields (referred to the H polarization

directions) is

1 -_Hp4- (16)
=

The square of the magnitude of eqn. (16) is used in SHADOW to weight each ray,

the phase of eqn. (16) is the phase change upon reflection.

In general, the outside incident and inside incident wave vectors are not

collinear, producing small differences in the amplitudes and phases of, and the polar-

ization mixing present in the reflected fields. Results from 8xS-matrix dynamical-

diffraction calculations of the single crystal rocking curve show a broadening of

approximately one percent for a highly (85 °) inclined geometry versus the symmet-

ric geometry at 5 and 14keV [9]. The differences in the polarization mixing are

much smaller [10]. The BC-Z-CCE formalism (eqns. (1)-(16)) used in the PER-

FECT_CRYSTAL code predict no difference between the inclined and symmetric

rocking curve widths and no polarization mixing in the inclined geometry.
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We believe that the difference between the rocking cur_e widths, calculated by

the 8x8 code and the present code is (at least in large part) due to the assumption

ni • KHp:_

made in the BC, CCE, and Z theories. It appears that it may be possible to

correct for this assumption in the PEP_ECT.CRYSTAL code using an iterative

procedure starting with the approximate solution for the resonance defect _op±

given in eqn. (7).

If one were to include the bending of the wave vectors (in order to yield the
I

polarization mixing) when calculating the transmittance at the incident and exit

surface in the Bragg case, then one would need to make the replacement

1 ni • kHp±l
"_ _.

hi. ki I (18)

in eqn. (16).

in general, the outside incident photon wavepacket intercepts the crystal at

an average point and couples to the four possible inside incident wavefields which

travel in different directions inside the crystal. Each inside incident wavefield re-

flects on average from a different depth inside the crystal, producing a separate

reflected wavefield. As a result, the four possible outside transmitted and four pos-

sible outside reflected wavefields originate at different average positions on the exit

surface(s) of the crystal. Depending on the separation of the exit points, there may

be interference between these wavefields. The present code assumes that the fields

exit at a single point and add coherently.
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Results

Given k_ and the phase, amplitude, and polarization unit vectors of the out-

side incident E-flelds, PERFECT.CRYSTAL returns the common outside-reflected

wave vector and the phase, amplitude, and polarization unit vectors of the outside-

reflected E-fields for thick Bragg-geometry perfect crystals. The subroutine also will

return estimates of the center and width of the single-crystal rocking curve about

an arbitrary direction. Like BRAGG, PCINFO generates the structure factor file

needed by PERFECT_CRYSTAL. PCINFO can also call PERFECT_CRYSTAL

to generate single-crystal rocking curves (including phase), energy profiles, and to

trace a ray through a single reflection.

Figures 2 - 4 show single crystal rocking curves for some of the geome-

tries possible with PERFECT.CRYSTAL and PCINFO. Figure 2 shows the a-

and v-polarization, incident and reflected angle rocking curves for a conventional

asymmetric-geometry crystal. Note the change in average angle and divergence due

to index of refraction effects. Figure 3 shows the reflected beam horizontal angle

Pr versus the incident angle 01 relative to the incident-angle rocking curves for an

inclined-crystal geometry. The out-of-plane pr-kick is also due to index of refrac-

tion effects [9]. Figure 4 shows the incident-angle rocking curve for a backscattering

geometry. Note the distortion of the rocking curve near backscattering.

Conclusion

We havefound theroutinesPERFECT.CRYSTAL and PCINFO quiteuseful

forraytracingdistortionsand mis-orientationsofperfect-crystalopticsforuseon

APS beamlines,and we believeth:tttheseroutines,or othercode based on the

three-dimensionalEwald-vonLaue dynamicaldiffractiontheory,shouldbe included

innew releasesoftheSHADOW ray-tracingcode.Thiswouldgreatlyaicl,ntheray

tracingofAPS beamlines.The advantageofcodebasedon thistheoryisthatitcan
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treat the many inte':,_,sting cases of general asymmetric, thin and thick crystal, Laue

and Bragg geometry with the incident and exit surfaces not parallel. The extension

of such code to include more than one active reciprocal lattice vector would allow

the ray tracing of new perfect-crystal-optics polarimeters [11].
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Figure Captions

Figure 1" Real parts of the dispersion surfaces, tie points, and inside incident wave

vectors for tr-polaxization and a given choice of ki. For simplicity, the dispersion sur-

faces have been drawn for zero absorption. The entrance boundary value conditions

on the phase select the active tie points and inside wave vectors.

Figure 2: tz- (solid) and 7r- (dotted) polarization, incident and reflected angle
_

single-crystal rocking curves obtained for a 10° asymmetric Si (1,1,1) reflection

at 7.592 keV.

Figure 3: Reflected beam horizontal scattering angle Pr versus incident angle Oi

relative to the incident angle or- (solid) and lr- (dotted) polarization single-crystal

rocking curves for an 85° inclined, Si (1,1,1) reflection at 7.592 keV.

Figure 4: Single-crystal incident-angle tr- (solid) and 7r- (dotted) polarization rock-

ing curves of a symmetric Si (7,7,7) reflection (cubic lattice constant a = 5.43070 _)

near backseattering for Ei = 13840.250eV. As expected, the tr- and It-rocking

curves are indistinguishable and symmetric about 90°..
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